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Introduction

After writing a short note on Russia, in Russian [1], I decided to start a project named Russia. I
don’t  know  if  there  is  any  sense  to  undertake  such  an  attempt  because  events  in  Russia  are
developing too fast and it isn’t possible to follow what goes on even in frames of one two days. But
nevertheless I am going to outline at least at some level of a project of draft intentions to say what I
am about.

In Russia, processes are developing in direction of self-destruction of their country, but the main
actors of this  destruction are just  the ruling class of the regime in Russia.  Analysts  are setting
milestones in timeline that could be distinguished as these most crucial turning points in the history
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of the Russian state, mostly distinctive years being 1917, 1999 and 2013.

Why we may so convincingly and unambiguously speak about unavoidable destruction of Russian
state? Because several independent processes going on with incredible speed indicate of only one
outcome, namely, self-liquidation of this country as a state. These processes are

1) development of the movement of opposition which was traditionally very weak in Russia for
many years but is growing now with an incredible force,

2) propaganda which was aimed to stupefy masses of folks in Russia which were not-internet-able
TV watchers, but that turned out to stupefy the rulers themselves who lost the ability to distinguish
reality with reality produced to stupefy these simple folks,

3) the regime itself, which has lost the "ideological roof of the Soviet Union," behaves barbarically
not in any ethical sense, but in relation to any logic of any behaviour in general.

Sooner or later such processes independently should lead to destruction of any system that would
try to live under such assumptions. But working them all in accord the process looks like what we
see, when each new day brings us to see ever and ever new absurdities of Russia’s everyday’s life. It
is incredible with what swiftness some forces within Russia try to escape immediate ruin after all
this incredible nonsense going on, but it is only for time being to spring from one such incredible
situation to another in way to go on as if nothing had happened at all.

 

Basics of the project

As part of this project, called Russia, I'm going to write a series of articles, one of which has already
been written. Below I want to outline brief theses or basic ideas of the articles of intent.

 

Questions concerning self-destruction of Russia

How did the process of self-destruction of Russia as a state begin and continue, and what
result can it ultimately lead to?

 

Propaganda in Russia as the acting agent of self-destruction of Russia as a state

Propaganda in Russia, aimed at stupefying ordinary people in Russia, turned to stupefy
the  creators  of  the  propaganda  machine  itself.  In  fact,  these  masses  involved  in  the
propaganda industry do not believe in their product and act as the saboteurs of the end
product and produce a nonsense that working in the social sphere, turns into a new type
of  social  product  or  obscurantism (мракобесия),  which  can  be  called  New Rush  in
analogy with New Age. Nevertheless the process itself is socially objective reality that
works on what we do not understand in the direction of what we do not understand either.

 

On the shaking the boat non-ideology in Russia in place of Marxism ideology in Soviet Union

In Soviet Union I remember how we were forced to use Marxism ideology based on
Hegel  dialectics  in  whatever  realm  of  inquiry  would  it  be  philosophy  or  theoretical
physics, e.g. quantum mechanics or Einstein’s relativity. Now in Russia all is replaced
with one ‘not to shake boat’ pseudoideology. If earlier we had books like  Квантовая
механика в свете современново мировоззрения на основе марксиской диалектики
then  now  we  expect  from  Russia  ideologs  books  like  Теория  струн  в  свете
современново мировоззрения качающиеся лодок.

 



On to what does the word пактика mean?

In [1] I used the word пактика, and the proof-readers tried to change it to тактика or
similarly, in fact it's a new word, unless, of course, it's nothing new at all, which I do
believe  more.  It  comes  from the  word  Pact,  in  Russian  the  same,  Пакт,  but  what  I
understand by the word пактика? The Pact is a kind of agreement between the legislator
and the law-abiding, but the пактика means a type of mockery over an agreement that
you  are  not  going  to  fulfill,  but  rather  to  exercise  cruelty  to  the  other  side  at  your
discression. 

 

 

Why oil sanctions against Iran and non-oil sanctions against Russia?

Certainly,  why?  Why  Russia  is  measured  as  if  less  criminal  against  international
community than Iran? The only crime of Iran was to try to develop their nuclear program,
yes, against international agreements, but Russia's crime's list is too long to cover it in
one gulp. Further, what does mean the phone calls of Western leaders with Mr. Putin, the
greatest terrorist of the 21st century?

 

On the opposition against the regime in Russia

 

Opposition, arising from various local movements, has now grown as a serious force, i.e.
Party Parnas  (Kasyanov),  FBK (Navalny),  movement ARTPODGOTOVKA (Maltsev)
and many others. The main force now is the awareness that only together they can win
the ruling regime in Russia.

 

Russia and nationalities in there

Soviet leader Lenin used to call Russia тюрьма народов. Mr.Lenin wouldn't believe his
senses seeing in what his тюрьма народов had had turned under contemporary regime in
Russia. He would be forced to switch quickly to скотобаза, if only he could figure out
the  extravagant  ideas  of  his  successors  of  power.  I  want  to  suggest  to  consider  the
national question in connection with cultural, i.e. culture of a nation may be defined as
two  agents,  its  identity  and  contacts  with  other  such  subjects,  endowing  all  nations
together under simple assumption to behave as a living organism, i.e. to push living spirit
there, to make all alive. If some link is at war then life can't be in there, as by definition.
Let us have an example, not in Russia maybe, former Soviets, but nevertheless. Armenia,
Azerbaijan and Georgia are three splendid nations with excellent sense of self-identity,
where  with  nodes  is  all  OK.  But  the  links  between  them?  Some  on  war,  some  on
negligence or disrespect. Disprove this and I would be happy. But there is little cultural
living  spirit  in  this  unity.  Extraneous  observers  would  say.  They  themselves  are
responsible for what they have. But we are to teach them to repair these cultural links
which have to provide living spirit in this cultural unity now disjoined, not to teach them
to war, to provide 'international help' with ruling them on what they should do and what
they should not do. Only help would be to help them to repair their cultural links to blow
in living spirit there. 

 

Who is Mr. Putin?

Western observers are accustomed to seeing in Mr. Putin a highly corrupt leader. Actually



Mr. Putin is responsible for more crimes. I want to list how I see this matter, i.e., crimes
of Mr. Putin:

1)    Corruption of the wealth of state on a large scale;

2)    Creation of non-state over-structure in Russia [that I call Moskalski Khanate in [1]]
that will eventually effect in liquidation of the state RF at all;

                                                                 i.      Subduing  whatever  power  structures  in  Russia  to
FSB;

                                                                ii.      Creating  a  fascistic  pseudo-party  Jedinaja  Rosija
aimed to rob and rape the nations in Russia;

                                                              iii.      Creating propaganda machinery to stupefy people who
are TV watchers, i.e. most part of Russia;

                                                              iv.      Turning  apparatus  of  presidency  into  center  of
international terrorism;

3)         Genocide against Russia’s people through propaganda [1];

4)         The gradual transformation of legislation in Russia into the пактикa against the
people, see point On to what does the word пактика mean?

5)         Turning Russia into the international center of terrorism;

6)         Aggression against Ukraine;

7)         Aggressive behavior against all bordering countries; Nuclear blackmail;

8)         The murder of Boris Nemtsov.
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